Dumonde TechTM
Original and Lite formula Bicycle Chain Lube (BCL)
What Makes Dumonde TechTM BCL Superior?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liquid plastic forms long-lasting coat on all chain surfaces
“Riding in” forms an extremely low-friction plating
Plating bonds to chain; can't be washed off
Components stay cleaner, last longer, run quieter
Extremely durable, outlasts all other chain lubes
Environmentally sensitive and saves money

What's the Difference Between Lite and Original BCL?
Lite and Original BCL differ only in their concentration. Lite BCL is less concentrated for easier
application and optimum performance. Original BCL is more concentrated for exceptional durability
under the most challenging conditions. The two formulas are compatible and may be used
interchangeably. We recommend the Lite BCL for road riding and the Original BCL for mountain biking.

Preparation and Application:
To get the most out of Dumonde TechTM BCL, clean and dry the chain thoroughly before the first
application. You’ll only need to do this once. Apply sparingly and wipe off excess lube so that the outer
surface appears dry. One ounce of Dumonde TechTM BCL should last for 10 applications.

Cleaning and Reapplication:
Reapply Dumonde TechTM BCL when you begin to hear your chain; sound, not appearance, is the best
indicator to reapply. Use soap and water to clean before a reapplication; strong solvents or cleaners
between applications will remove the protective plastic plating. Allow three applications of Dumonde
TechTM BCL to achieve optimum plastic plating.

About Dumonde TechTM:
Winners know Dumonde TechTM. The Kirkland, Washington-based company has earned a respected
name in professional motorsports for its high quality lubricants. The Dumonde Design Group brings the
same technology and innovation to the bicycle industry. Using proven research methods and proprietary
technology, Dumonde TechTM products outperform the competition and save you money! Check out there
websites at www.dumondetech.com and www.racingfl.com.

For added benefit, use the complete Dumonde TechTM line of products:
(Over)
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For added benefit, use the complete Dumonde TechTM line of products:
Dumonde TechTM Citrus Solvent:
100% high-grade Citrus solvent. Absolutely the strongest natural degreaser on the market.

Dumonde TechTM Liquid Grease:
The high performance replacement for regular grease. Reduced friction through Polymer Technology.
Dumonde TechTM MR Grease:
Micro Resistance Polymer technology provides the ultimate protection for bearings and pivots.

Who’s Talking About Dumonde TechTM?
Keith Novello, Red Rocks Cyclery, Morrison CO: "I can honestly say that your lube absolutely blows everything
else out of the water. I am the owner of Red Rocks Cyclery in Morrison Colorado and have been racing and
wrenching on bicycles for fifteen years. I’ve tried every lube to ever come on the market, and yours is the only
one that actually works. Thanks for producing such a great product!"
Sara Ballantyne, Mountain Biking World Champion 1987-1989, U.S. National Team Member 1990-96:
"I discovered Dumonde Tech Bicycle Chain Lube during the 1998 Eco-Challenge. 195 kilometers of hot Moroccan
sand presented the ultimate test -- but I needed only a single chain lube application, and we won the race!"
Ron Huss Salem, Oregon: “My wife and I just finished our first ride with Dumonde Tech on our tandem bike.
NEVER has the bike been quieter or shifted better. I am totally impressed! I can't wait to apply it to my other
bikes and try them out also”.
Paul Smith, President, Rainbow Racing, Monument, CO: "This summer I took a two-week mountain bike trip,
starting in Canada and riding every day as we traveled back to Colorado. We rode in everything from muddy, wet
conditions in Canmore to dry and dusty in Steamboat and never once had to re-lube my chain. The bikes were
out in the elements every night - cold, rain, bugs, etc. and the Dumonde Tech lube worked great every day.
Thanks again for such a great product!"
Pat Norwil, World-Ranked Ultra-Endurance Mountain Bike Racer: “My 50 mile off-road roundtrip work
commute has given me ample time to contemplate your incredible chain lubrication. Finally a chain lube designed
to withstand ultra-endurance race abuse. Be done with the rest and get Dumonde Tech”.
Brett Wolfe, Unique Endurance Racer: “Durability, period. When set up correctly nothing else even comes close
to Dumonde Tech’s toughness and versatility”.
Tom Gordon, Columbus Ohio: "My wife Julie and I race multisport in the US. We've both had varying degrees of
success right up to team USA levels, and I've done a lot of work on a lot of different bikes over the years. With
the advent of all of the synthetic lubes and the drivechain choking chainwax you see on the market, it's been more
than a little bit of a challenge to find a lube that both works well and doesn't create a ridiculous mess. Enter Kevin
Skeen and Dumonde Tech. After dealing with him for the last year or so we've put your chain lube on all of the
bikes in the household. I had to email you personally because quite frankly I am amazed! Dumonde Tech stuff is
infinitely better in its bonding qualities and at keeping the drivetrain both clean and dry. Great job I couldn't praise
this product enough, and I will be recommending it to all the people I know in the Multisport and road racing
communities. Hopefully the IBD's will get on board and put in large orders to your company. I know one thing for
sure... if all the IBD’s knew how good your stuff is they wouldn't be able to keep it in stock, it's that good. Thanks
for providing the market with a much-needed product."
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